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Preemption / Priority Routines

SEPAC® is Siemens local controller software
package for actuated traffic signal control.
SEPAC® is designed for the Siemens EPAC,
2070 ATC, ATCNX® and m series controllers.
Additionally, an NTCIP version is available for
use with third-party NTCIP compliant controllers.
SEPAC® local controller software incorporates
over 20 years of actual “on-street” traffic control
experience. The software is user-friendly and
it accommodates a variety of traffic control
requirements through its diverse programming
configuration capabilities.

 6 Preempt Routines
 6 Priority Routines
 Preempt activity can be monitored on a
Preempt Status display which denotes:
 Preempt In Control, Interval Timing and
Interval Countdown
 Individual Preempt Status & Timing
 Individual Priority Status & Timing
 Resident Diagnostic program enhances
maintenance and troubleshooting of the
controller
 Cycling Diagnostics
 Detector Diagnostics
 Time Base Control is a highly flexible routine
which includes:
 99 Day Programs
 10 Week Programs
 250 events for the control of Pattern
Selection
 Free, Flash and Dimming

Programming Advantages
 User-friendly, 8 line menu driven software;
 Each parameter viewable within a menu and
the cursor movable to that parameter for
changes.
 Easy verification with related parameters
visible simultaneously.
 On-screen programming area identification
and editing prompts.
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Detector Diagnostic Parameters
System Detector Logging
3 Auxiliary Functions, 8 Special Functions
16 Traffic Functions

Features and Control Phases
A phase is generally a movement of traffic,
though there are exceptions. A phase consists
of three segments: a Green, a Yellow, and a Red
segment.
A phase can be defined as a set of intervals
that allows a designated movement or a set of
movements to flow and be safely halted before
release of another set of movements. A signal
head’s change through all three indications of
red, yellow, and green is a phase. The software
features support the following:
 Supports multiple phase banks (up to four)
 Supports SCOOT® communication via
Ethernet
 Supports time entry for bike lanes
 16 Vehicle Phases
 16 Pedestrian Phases
 4 Timing Rings
 16 Overlaps
 80 Detectors
 Six Coordination Modes
 Adaptive Traffic Control
 Preemption/Priority Routines
 Numerous Standard Reports
 Built-In Diagnostics
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Time Base ControlModes of Operation
A signal has three basic operating modes coordinated, free, and flash. In flash mode, a
normal signal phasing and timing are not used.
Instead, all vehicle signal heads display a flashing
indication, either red or yellow, and pedestrian
displays are dark (nothing shows). Signals may
be intentionally placed in flash mode late at
night, which makes them effectively operated as
a stop or yield controller intersection.
Flash mode is also used as a fallback operation
when a failure occurs in the signal control
equipment, preventing normal operation. One
way in which a signal may fail is to have two
conflicting phases green at the same time (e.g.,
due to a stuck load switch). The conflict monitor
will detect such a dangerous condition and
automatically put the signal in flash.
Just as signals can be changed between one
coordinated pattern and another during the day,
they can also be changed between operating
modes. A particular timing pattern may call for
a signal to operate free or flash or coordinated.
Coordinated operation may also vary between
cycle-based and free-based adaptive. The latter
mode can also be implemented via a pattern in
some controllers.
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